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As Yun Chujiu thought of this, she took out the Xiao Hei rat from the spirit beast pouch. The Xiao Hei rat 

began to dig a hole and soon disappeared in front of everyone’s eyes. 

 

 

Nangong Luoyue and the others cursed in their hearts. Regardless of whether it was the Xiao Hong red 

fox or Xiao Hei, they had never seen Yun chujiu summon them before. This fellow was really well 

hidden! 

 

 

Although these two seemed to be ordinary spirit beasts, one was an ordinary red flame two-tailed fox, 

and the other was a tailless earth-drilling mouse, no matter how they looked at it, they seemed to be 

the same as Xiao Jiu, pretending to be pigs to eat Tigers. 

 

 

Previously, this Xiao Hei mouse came out from underground and bit off the ropes on their bodies. Its 

eyes were sharp and its movements were extremely agile. No matter how they looked at it, they felt 

that this Xiao Hei mouse was unusual. 

 

 

“Xiao Jiu, what did you let that Xiao Hei Mouse Do?”Nangong Luoyue asked curiously. 

 

 

“Naturally, it was to look for the cave abode!”! “Even if there is an array formation covering it, I don’t 

believe that the underground will also be covered. Even if it is covered, Mickey Mouse will still discover 

it when it encounters the enchantment.”. “Let’s wait for Mickey Mouse’s good news!”Yun Chujiu said 

proudly. 

 

 



Although Nangong Luoyue really didn’t understand what yun chujiu meant by “Mickey”for Xiao Hei, she 

felt that what Yun Chujiu said made sense. Perhaps they could really discover something.., however, 

“Xiao Jiu, although this Xiao Hei can dig holes, it will get tired after digging for a while, right? I’m afraid 

its efficiency won’t be too high.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu smiled smugly. “Don’t worry, My Mickey is a battle mouse among the earth-drilling mice. The 

old digger is amazing! Haven’t you heard of a saying? Who is the best at digging? Xiao Jiu’s spiritual pet 

Mickey!” 

 

 

The corner of Nangong Luoyue’s eyes twitched violently. What was that? ! 

 

 

However, it didn’t matter anyway. She would just let Xiao Hei try. It would be great if they could find the 

cave abode of the ancient cultivators. 

 

 

Just as Nangong Luoyue was thinking about it, she heard Yun Chujiu shout and said with joy, “Hahaha! I 

found it! I found it! I Told You Mickey Mouse was a good digger! Come with me!” 

 

 

Nangong Luoyue and the others were also overjoyed. They followed Yun Chujiu and ran to a cliff. Xiao 

Hei also came out from underground. 
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“Little Jiu, there doesn’t seem to be anything unusual about this cliff!”Nangong Luoyue said after 

checking it. 



 

 

“Of course, we can’t see it from outside. Mickey said that there’s a cave abode inside. I guess there’s a 

cliff covering the outside. We have to destroy the cliff first.” 

 

 

Therefore, everyone began to attack the cliff together. The Rocks on the cliff kept falling down. 

 

 

After two hours, they found a stone door. There were three big words written on the stone door, but 

they were written in ancient characters. Nangong Luoyue and the others didn’t recognize them. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu did recognize two of the words: Illusion House. Yun chujiu blinked her eyes. Illusion House? 

Illusion House? Or illusion house? No matter what, there must be some kind of illusion array inside. 

 

 

Yun chujiu turned to Nangong Luoyue and the others and said, “I’m afraid there’s an illusion array 

inside. Be careful. If you really can’t, take a dagger and cut your arm twice.” 

 

 

Everyone.. 

 

 

Little Jiu, you won’t have any friends like this. What kind of bad idea is this? ! 

 

 



Yun chujiu saw that their expressions were stiff, she added, “Sister Luoyue, you can use needles to stab 

yourself. As for the rest of you, you men won’t be afraid of pain, right? “I’m doing this for your own 

good. If you fall into an illusion, you might get injured or die. You can make your own decision.” 


